Genomic selection (GS) has proven to be an efficient tool for predicting crop rank performance 29 of untested genotypes via their maker profiles; however, when the trait of interest have 30 intermediate optima, as those traits related to crucial phenology stages of plants, this 31 implementation might not be the most convenient when phenotypic information of the target 32 environment is not available. In these cases, GS might deliver high rank correlations between 33 predicted and observed values but incurring in serious bias. Days to heading (DTH) is a crucial 34 development stage in rice for regional adaptability with a significant impact in yield potential. 35 For this reason, the information about DTH is important for designing and planning rice cultivars 36 experiments. We developed two methods that incorporate day length information (DL) in the 37 prediction process: C method, which models DL and DTH aiding the prediction of tested 38 genotypes in unobserved environments; CB method, which combines the C method plus 39 genomic BLUPs for predicting untested genotypes in unobserved environments. The use of DL 40 has clear advantages over the use of weather data since this information can be determined in 41 advance just by knowing the location and planting date for establishing future cultivars. In this 42 research, we considered three different prediction scenarios of interest for breeders: (i) CV2, 43 predicting tested genotypes in observed environments; (ii) CV0, predicting tested genotypes in 44 unobserved environments; and (iii) CV00, predicting untested genotypes in unobserved 45 environments. Under CV00 scenario, the proposed CB method returned a square root of the 46 mean square error (SMSE) of 7.3 days, a Pearson correlation of 0.93 and the environmental 47 mean differences (EMD) ranged between -6.4 and 4.1 days. The conventional GS method 48 produced a SMSE of 18.1 days for a correlation of 0.41 and EMD ranging between -31.5 and 49 28.7 days. For CV0, the proposed C method returned a SMSE of 3.9 days for a correlation of 50 0.98 and EMD ranging between -4.95 and 4.67 days. The results from the CV2 scheme were 51 used for comparison purposes to assess the predictability levels that can be reached when 52 complete information on genotypes and environments are available. Here, the conventional GS 53 implementation produced a SMSE of 3.8 days for a correlation of 0.98 and an EMD ranging 54 between -0.02 and 0.03 days. The results obtained with the proposed methods are promising and 55 showed that the efficient use of DL information aids to improve significantly the predictive 56 ability of time-related traits. 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 3 66
INTRODUCTION 67
To satisfy the daily demand of crop consumption for a growing population, it is necessary to 68 The ultimate goal of this research was to develop a method for predicting DTH of untested 146 genotypes in unobserved environments. For this, a third degree polynomial equation was used 147 for characterizing the DL at the DTH occurrence across environments of tested genotypes (one at 148 the time). Then, the DL values of a target unobserved environment were fitted via a third degree 149 polynomial equation. An estimation of DTH of a tested genotype in an unobserved environment 150 can be obtained by finding the intersection of these two equations. 151 This procedure was repeated for each genotype (one at a time) yet to be observed in the 152 candidate environment. As was pointed before, one of the disadvantages of using GS methods 153 for predicting DTH in unobserved environments is that a large bias between predicted and 154 observed values may be generated if no phenotypic information of the candidate environment is 155 available. In this case, the DTH environmental mean of the target environment is determined as 156 the weighted mean of those environments in the training set. Thus, the genetic components 157 become just random deviations around this weighted mean. If the real mean of this candidate 158 environment is far from the weighted mean, a large bias may be expected predicting DTH, yet a 159 high correlation can be obtained between the random deviations and the observed DTH values. 160 Thus, the problem of obtaining reliable predictions of untested genotypes in an 161 unobserved environment may be solved just by finding the accurate DTH mean and then 162 combine it with the genomic BLUPs obtained with GS methods. The BLUPs may be added just 163 as deviations around this estimated DTH environmental mean. For assessing the proposed 164 method, the square root of the mean square error (SMSE) and the Pearson correlation between 165 predicted and observed values were computed within environments. 166 Three cases that are of interest for designing and planning experiments for addressing 167 different problems were considered. CV2, predicting tested genotypes in observed environments 168 (incomplete field trials); CV0, predicting tested genotypes in unobserved environments 169 (targeting environments); and CV00, predicting untested genotypes in unobserved environments 170 (targeting genotypes and environments). 171 Under the hardest cross-validation scheme (CV00), the results of the proposed method 172 (CB) were compared with those obtained using the conventional GS model (E+G) . For studying 173 other applications for realistic scenarios, the two remaining cross validation schemes were also 174 considered (CV2 and CV0). Results from CV2 scheme using the conventional GS model (E+G) 175 were used to contrast the performance of the proposed method when complete information on 176 genotypes and environments are available. Thus, these results may provide a better idea of the 177 model performance of the proposed method when no information of genotypes and environments 178 are available. Results under the CV0 scheme correspond to the proposed C method. Here the 179 environments are considered "target" in a strict sense because based on theoretical DL values the 180 best location and planting date can be determined before conducting field experiments. 181 Across environments, under the CV2 scheme the conventional GS model (E+G) returned 182 a SMSE of 3.8 days and a Pearson correlation of 0.98. With CV00, the proposed BC method 183 gave a SMSE of 7.2 days and a Pearson correlation of 0.93; also, the difference between the 184 predicted and observed environmental means (DM) ranged between -4.1 and 6.4 days. On the 185 6 other hand, the conventional GS model produced a SMSE of 18.1 days and a Pearson correlation 186 of 0.41; the DM ranged between -28. 73 Table A1 ); however, in this research we used information of only 51 of these (see Table 1 ).
202
The DTH was calculated as the difference between the heading date and the seeding date.
203
The heading date was determined when more than 50% of the individuals reached the heading 204 stage. However, DTH was measured in a different way in Kasai location. There, the heading date 205 was initially determined as the event when 10% of the individuals started heading. Then, 206 following the suggestions of an expert rice scientist, the final DTH for the genotypes tested in 207 this location were obtained by adding 2 days to those cultivars from Hokkaido and 1 day to the 208 cultivars originally developed in other locations. The replicated number of plants evaluated for 209 each cultivar is different by experiments, and these ranged from 7 to 30. The cultivars that did 210 not reach the heading stage at the end of the experiment were removed from the analysis.
212
Marker genotype data 213 For each variety, total DNA was extracted using the CTAB method (Murray et al., 1980 (Bolger et al., 2014) . The preprocessed reads were aligned on the Os-Nipponbare-Reference- RealignerTargetCreator and indelRealigner of GATK software. SNPs and InDel were called at 226 the population level using the UnifiedGenotyper of GATK with the -glm BOTH option.
227
Heterozygous loci were treated as missing, owing to the assumption that almost all markers were 228 well fixed in rice cultivars after several generations of self-pollination. We used only biallelic 229 non-missing sites over all cultivars with a minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥ 0.025. For further 230 analysis, genotypes were represented as -1 (Homozygous Reference) and 1 (Homozygous 231 Alternate).
233
Day length data 234 The original data set also consider environmental data (ED) and it was downloaded from the 235 Agro-Meteorological Grid Squared Data (NIAES; https://amu.rd.naro.go.jp). However, in this 236 study we only day length DL information was considered for developing the proposed model. and Jarquin et al., 2017 showed that this component captured between 65% and 95% of the 259 variability in grain yield for different wheat populations (Mexican, Iranian and hard red winter).
260
As consequence of this, from [1] we can conclude that the predicted value of the i th genotype in 261 the j th environment strongly depends on an environmental mean, which is composed by a However, for those traits linked to important physiological crop growth stages (e.g.,
283
DTH) the selection based on rakings might not be the best strategy. Although this method 284 usually delivers high correlations between predicted and observed values, it also might induce a 285 large bias (MSE) when no information of the target environment is included. For solving this 286 issue, we developed a method that incorporates DL information in the prediction process.
287

C method 288
The idea for using DL information in the prediction process was motivated examining the 289 relationship between CDL and DTH of all genotypes across environments. A visual assessment 290 of this relationship can be done with Figure A1 . For predicting untested genotypes in unobserved environments (CV00) under the 317 aforementioned concept (i.e., using DL information), the proposed method requires: (i) the mean. Further details of these steps are given next.
323
The DTH estimation of a tested genotype in an unobserved environment (CV0) requires and is the error term and it is assumed to be IID (0, 2 ). For facility we will refer to this 331 model as C1 curve.
333
In a similar way, the daily DL information of the target environment (green curve) can be 334 modeled using a third degree polynomial equation. The resulting fitted model is referred as C2 335 curve. The solution to this system of two equations (C1, C2) will produce an estimate of DTH of 336 the tested genotype yet to bet observed in the target environment. In order to find the intersection 337 of these two curves, deterministic and numerical methods can be used. For facility in this study, obtained with the C method assuming that these genotypes were not tested in a particular environment. This method 398 attempts predicts DTH of tested genotypes in unobserved environments using the phenotypic information of these 399 genotypes but observed in other environments (one genotype at the time). For example, the predicted value for G2 in 400 E1 is 69 and it was computed using the information of G2 tested in E2 (85) 
478
The blue line represents the fitted line between predicted and observed DTH values while the black line show the 479 exact match (on target) of the predicted values on the observed values.
481
The advantages of considering the proposed CB method for predicting DTH under the 482 CV00 scheme are more clearly appreciated analyzing the predicted environmental means (E-483 means). Figure 4 displays the predicted (x-axis) and observed (y-axis) E-means. The predicted E-484 means obtained with the CB and GS methods are indicated in orange and blue colors, Since the objective of this study is to develop a method for predicting DTH for untested 499 genotypes in unobserved environments, the predicted values obtained with the CB method were 500 used for fitting the DTH curves for each one of the 112 genotypes across environments. Figure   501 A3 shows the fitted curves for the predicted (orange) and observed (gray) DTH values across the 502 51 environments. In principle, these fitted curves can be used for predicting DTH for other 503 environments not included in this study. The information needed for defining a target 504 environment are the location and planting date allowing the computation of the theoretical DL 505 values using different methods (Forsythe et al., 1995) . Once these theoretical values are obtained 506 the C method is implemented to find the estimated DTH E-means. In general, the fitted curves 507 (orange) derived from the predicted DTH values were very similar to those derived from the 508 observed DTH values (blue). to genomic effects. Since these deviations are conceptualized to be centered in zero, under CV0 535 and CV00 schemes the GS methods would produce similar environmental means (i.e., centered 536 on an overall mean determined by the environments in the calibration set).
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The obtained results showed that the C method provides good estimations of DTH for the 538 CV0 scheme. Across environments, the SMSE was of 3.9 days and a Pearson correlation of 0.98 539 was obtained. These results were very similar to those obtained using the conventional GS 540 models when complete information of the genotypes and environments were available (i.e., CV2 541 scheme). Under CV2, the SMSE and Pearson correlation across environment were of 3.8 days 542 and 0.98, respectively.
543
As mentioned before, it is expected to obtain similar environmental means using either 544 CV0 or CV00 schemes under the conventional GS implementations. The, CV00_GS strategy 545 returned, across environments, a SMSE of 18.1 and a Pearson correlation of 0.41. The EMD 546 between predicted and observed values ranged between -31.5 and 28.7 days while for the CV0_C 547 strategy these ranged between -4.95 and 4.67 days. In this case, the CV0_C strategy used only 548 the phenotypic information of the genotype to be predicted but observed in other environments.
549
Since the CV0 and CV00 schemes produce similar E-means when no information of the target 550 environment is available using the conventional implementations (GS) it is also expected that the 551 proposed C method will produce good results with respect to the CV0_GS strategy not 552 considered in this study.
553
As was pointed before, the ultimate goal of this research is to develop a method able to 554 deliver small SMSE when predicting unobserved genotypes in unobserved environments (CV00 differences ranged between -31.5 and 28.7 days while with the proposed CB method (CV00_BC) 563 these ranged between -6.4 and 4.1 days. The proposed CB method reduced the extremes of this 564 range between 80 and 85%, respectively. These improvements can be observed in Figure 4 were 565 the environmental means of the proposed BC method (orange dots) were always closer to the 566 diagonal line, representing the exact match with true means, than those means obtained using the 567 conventional GS implementation (blue dots). The developed methods here presented (C and BC) showed that the use of DL 
